“Promoting Peace and Security”

Become A Member
Beyond the Horizon International Strategic Studies Group (BtH) is an independent next-generation think & do tank in Belgium.

BtH aims to promote glocal (global & local) peace and security by tapping its powerful in-house capacity and extensive network of partners throughout the world.
Our Main Activities

**Think**

**Research & Analysis:** We empower policymakers and practitioners with data-driven and evidence-based research and analysis.

**Monitor:** We keep a watchful eye on the globe and crisis zones to bring emerging critical issues to the attention of professionals and the general public.

**Forum:** We serve as a forum for discussions to foster new ideas by organising different activities and, in particular, our annual landmark event, ‘New Horizons Summit’.

**Do**

**Training & Consultancy:** We provide world-class training and consultancy services based on our focus areas through our Horizon Global Academy.

**Projects:** We advance innovative and sustainable solutions by blending meticulous research and implementation projects in collaboration with selected partners.

**Digital solutions:** With our in-house capacity at Horizon Lab, we transform our deliverables into data-driven products and facilitate our activities with digital tools and solutions.
WHY YOU SHOULD BECOME A MEMBER?

As an independent voice, Beyond the Horizon ISSG aims to translate applied and policy-oriented research in its focus areas into a language that is understandable, reliable, and accessible for a broad audience.

In addition to the opportunities mentioned, especially when deadlines and volume of work do not allow you to look in other directions, BtH will continue to inspire you to analyse unfolding events and trends with our unique assessments.

You will have the right to request one tailored report about various aspects of our research/expertise areas. This report will investigate conflict/crisis zones within the scope of our Crisis Horizons, with a particular focus defined by your institutional needs. Moreover, you will get a 30% discount for subsequent reports you request.

You will have the right to request one “Roundtable Discussion” on an area of mutual interest we decide together. Subsequently, BtH will organise a discussion by inviting relevant experts. This will assist you in growing your network on the subject and be informed on the current state of play. You will also be invited to our private Roundtable Discussions and have an opportunity to deliver a speech when applicable.
INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

- One free tailored report, plus 30% discount on the other special reports
- Guaranteed seat (3 free tickets) at our high-level annual summit
- Invitation to “members only” events
- Access to exclusive and prestigious networking opportunities
- Online access to all BtH publication series
- 30% discount on participation fees for the conferences
- Your organization’s name on BtH website and in the Annual Report
- 30% discount on participation fees for Horizon Global Academy Trainings
- Unlimited priority registration and reserved member seating for BtH events
- Invitation to private BtH roundtables
- Monthly BtH e-Newsletter
- Quarterly Horizon Insights Journal
OUR
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT:
CRISIS HORIZON REPORTS

Important news pinpointed on the region map
Our SME's assessments
AI-Powered Crisis Indicators
Relavent data sets
Sophisticated Analytical Tools (Only Subscribers)

Political Situation
Economic Situation
Environmental Situation
Geopolitical Situation
Governance Situation
Socio-cultural Situation

Political Situation

1. SecurityNepal
2. SecuritySuez
3. GovernanceSuez
4. GovernanceNepal
5. EconomicSuez
6. EconomicNepal
7. EnvironmentalSuez
8. EnvironmentalNepal
9. GeopoliticalSuez
10. GeopoliticalNepal
11. Socio-culturalSuez
12. Socio-culturalNepal
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SOPHISTICATED ANALYTICAL TOOLS

Data-driven Predictions and Analysis of Chaotic Security and Geopolitical Landscapes.

Hybridizing human and machine intelligence for accuracy, precision, and ethics in decision making.

Available to Our Members

Novel approach to decoding hyperconnected and complex international security architecture.

Available to Our Members